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Solve the tasks below: complete with one word, choose the right words, answer the questions, justify your
answers if necessary.

 plethora ......................... – few or a lot of?
 Is cutting corners ever good? Why?
 What can you devour? 
 Are you more the life and ........................ of the party or a ..................... blanket? Why?
 Is party crashing good? Why?
 Is unsurpassed positive or negative?
 Are you an aficionado of exotic food?
 Would you buy a wobbly chair?
 Can children play with safety pins / clothes pegs?
 When you eat something hard you can chip or grind your tooth?
 The road to hell is ........................... with good intentions. Do you agree?
 Do they sound the same: a rebel and to rebel?
 spring ................ mind
 spring - ...................... - sprung
 Is it good if you hit the nail on the head? Why? 
 Are daffodils yellow?
 ...................... your p’s and q’s - uważaj na słowa
 Would you rather be a big cheese or a big mouth? 
 Is the .............................. always greener on the other side?
 Would you rather be .................... the red or ................. the black? Why?
 Is it better to bottle up or take out on somebody? Why?
 Is contemptible behaviour good or bad?
 How would you react if you noticed that somebody tuned ....................... while talking to
you?
 Which do adolescents usually have problems with: acne or blisters?
 When the day is really sunny do you rather gape or squint?
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Solve the tasks below: complete with one word, choose the right words, answer the questions, justify your
answers if necessary.

 plethora OF – a lot of
 Is cutting corners ever good? It depends.
 What can you devour? A cake.
 Are you more the life and SOUL of the party or a WET blanket?
 Is party crashing good? Rather not.
 Is unsurpassed positive or negative? POSITIVE
 Are you an aficionado of exotic food?
 Would you buy a wobbly chair? Rather not.
 Can children play with safety pins / clothes pegs? No / Sometimes
 When you eat something hard you can chip or grind your tooth? Chip
 The road to hell is PAVED with good intentions.
 Do they sound the same? A rebel and to rebel? No.
 spring TO mind
 spring - SPRANG - sprung
 Is it good if you hit the nail on the head during a conversationw with someone? Rather
yes.
 Are daffodils yellow? Yes.
 MIND your p’s and q’s - uważaj na słowa
 Would you rather be a big cheese or a big mouth? 
 Is the GRASS always greener on the other side?
 Would you rather be IN the red or IN the black? In the black.
 Is it better to bottle up or take out on somebody?
 Is contemptible behaviour good or bad? Bad.
 How would you react if you noticed that somebody tuned OUT while talking to you?
 Which do adolescents usually have problems with: acne or blisters? Rather acne.
 When the day is really sunny do you rather gape or squint? Squint.
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